# Financial Bill

**Type:** DRF  
**Number:** 6  
**Quarter:** Winter  
**Year:** 2013  
**Amount:** 400  
**No. of Guests:** 70 (50 Grads)  
**Date:** 4/18/13  
**Location:** Cross Cultural Center  
**Time:** 4:00 PM  
**Duration:** 3 Hours  
**Requestor:** Ana Martinez  
  alm003@ucsd.edu  
**Event Name:** Speaking Truth to Power: Favianna Rodriguez

## Event Description:
Favianna Rodriguez is a celebrated print-maker and digital artist based in Oakland, California. Her vivid images reflect issues related to migration, the global community and civil rights. She will hold a lecture illustrating the ways in which art is used as a visual tool of protest.

## Event History:
**New Event**

## Budgetary Breakup
**Honararium:** $1,000, **Transportation:** $300, **Art Supplies:** $100

## Other Considerations / Additional Comments

## Other Sources
- Cross Cultural Center: $100, Triton Community Fund: $100, GSA Service Coordinator Fund: $125, Critical Gender Studies Department: $175, Sociology Department: $100, Ethnic Studies Department: $100

## Total Budget: $1,400
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